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If you’re a fan of glamour and all things associated with it,  

then Tacori is the designer for you. I adore this collection  

because the jewelry is exquisite, signifies style and speaks  

to your passions. From chandelier earrings and classic  

studs, to the most gorgeous engagement rings and wedding 

bands, Tacori is a designer powered by innovation.

Kim McGillick, Buyer

STYLE #: SN255W



STYLE #:  HT2512



STYLE #: SB215Y

STYLE #: FE67110

STYLE #: FE011 





This special bridal jewelry collection, exclusive to  

Robbins Brothers, was founded by fashion luminary  

Karl Lagerfeld, one of the world’s most renowned and visionary 

designers. The styling of the rings reference special and  

endearing things to Karl himself, and are inspired by the  

intricacy and curves of iconic Parisian architecture.

Negar Shamash, Buyer

STYLE #: 31-KA234GVW-E.00



STYLE #: 31-KA233GVW-E.00

STYLE #: 31-KA231-GCW-E.00



STYLE #: 31-KA235EVW-E.00

STYLE #: 31-KA232GCW-E.00





Michael M’s modern approach to European  

sophistication makes the designer truly unique. The old  

world charm is reflected through European style shanks and 

architectural designs. The rings are bold and unapologetic,  

a perfect fit for Robbins Brothers as we strive to offer  

guests a variety of striking options.

Amy Tran, Buyer

STYLE #: R175

STYLE #: R750



STYLE #: R720

STYLE #: R238

STYLE #: R746





These quality designs consist of filigree, milgrain,  

engraving and contrasts of color. Whether it be a birthday,  

engagement, anniversary, graduation or other milestone  

accomplishment, Simon G. has the perfect pieces for any  

occasion, and the jewelry assortment has something for  

the classic woman to the bohemian princess.

Jackie  Johnson, Buyer

STYLE #: MR2188



STYLE #: LR1075 STYLE #: LR2187-EM



STYLE #: DR366 STYLE #: MR2647



STYLE #: TR613 STYLE #: DR157-W





Designer Jay Gilbert is a favorite. He focuses on  

creating timeless and amorous pieces that are comfortable  

yet elegant. His passion for color takes him around the  

world to source and hand select the most beautiful  

gemstones. When the rings are combined with the  

stones, the outcome is truly breathtaking!

Amy Tran, Buyer
STYLE #: LZK0213-GT

STYLE #: LC10235-PS



STYLE #: LCK10040-SPIN

STYLE #: LCK10298-IMP 

STYLE #: LS10011-S 





We love Kirk Kara because of the intricate details  

on each ring. They all have such a romantic and  

sophisticated presence. And now, the designer has stepped 

into a modern approach with daintier styles, contoured bands  

and lots of color; still with a classic Kirk Kara touch  

featuring beautiful hand engraving and milgrain.

Negar Shamash, Buyer

STYLE #: K408R55R



STYLE #: K420V7X5Y STYLE #: K410R55





In a world where timeless classics rule but shoppers  

want a bit more “umph,” Daussi comes through in the  

most amazing way. With elegant designs and a dramatic  

center diamond that faces up larger than traditional diamonds, 

every single Daussi piece is a show-stopper.

Negar Shamash, Buyer STYLE #: AMDS0726OA

STYLE #: PZLG88O



STYLE #: ACL26

STYLE #: AMDSY102 


